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n the tradition of Giuseppe Tomasi di Lampedusa’s The Leopard, 

Federico De Roberto’s The Viceroys, and Susan Sontag’s The Volcano 

Lover, GUERNICA EDITIONS presents Trinàcria: A Tale of Bourbon Sicily. 

Set in 18
th

- and 19
th

-century Palermo, Naples, and London, this historical 

novel revolves around the Marchesa of Scalea, Zita Valanguerra Spinelli, 

notorious beauty, ferocious wit, secret murderer, and reluctant businesswoman, whose turbulent 

life mirrors her world’s rocky transition from feudalism to capitalism. 

 

Shortly after the centennial of Garibaldi’s conquest, a Hollywood film crew invades Palermo to 

shoot an epic about the Italian Revolution. Researching the past, the director visits the Capuchin 

Monastery, whose catacombs contain over eight thousand mummies. Preserved among these is 

Marchesa Spinelli, dead for eighty years but still haunted by memories. Posthumously, she 

recalls her complicated relationships with Don Alfonso, her scientist father; Benjamin Ingham, a 

British wine merchant and an honorary Sicilian baron, whom the Marchesa failed to marry; 

Regina, her patriotic and rebellious granddaughter, who idolizes Verdi and Garibaldi; and 

Giacomo Leopardi, the doomed Romantic poet. 
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RAWING ON HISTORY AND FAMILY LEGEND, Anthony Di Renzo presents a tale of progress and 

reaction, irony and paradox, in which the splendors of Caserta must yield to the wonders of the 

Crystal Palace. Both intimate and sweeping, Trinàcria questions the price of pride and the cost 

of prosperity and contrasts illusions of grandeur and dreams of happiness with the pitiless truth 

that kills all hope and desire. As readers will learn, this is the fatal spell of Sicily—an island of 

loss and change—where death alone is eternal.  

 

 

 
 

ADVANCED PRAISE FOR TRINÀCRIA 
 
“History,” T. S. Eliot observed, “has many cunning 

passages, contrived corridors.” Anthony Di Renzo’s 

novella Trinàcria: A Tale of Bourbon Sicily 

demonstrates how cunningly we all contrive to find in 

history only the lessons we want to. The book’s 

narrator, to our initial surprise, is the mummified corpse 

of Zita Valanguerra Spinelli, Marchesa of Scalea (1794-

1882), who had adopted the nom de plume of Trinàcria, 

an ancient name for Sicily. But soon the voice of this 

long-dead wit and salonnière—arrogant, erudite, and 

vengeful—grows as familiar to us as the thousand little 

lies we tell ourselves each day. 

 

Donna Zita represents Di Renzo’s spirited rejoinder to 

Giuseppe Tomasi di Lampedusa’s classic novel Il 

Gattopardo (The Leopard), a nostalgic portrayal of old 

aristocratic Sicily and its privileged world, swept away 

by Garibaldi’s conquest. Less objective than 

Lampedusa’s Prince Fabrizio Corbera, Marchesa Spinelli 

blames the commercial and materialistic forces unleashed 

by Sicily’s unification with the new kingdom of Italy for ushering in a vapid culture in which the 

presiding deity is money. But more “things” will never make people better: “We aristocrats have plenty of 

things,” Donna Zita remarks, “and we are proud and vicious.” 

 

Di Renzo’s writing is vivid and brimful of sardonic humor. He specializes in crisp evocations of outdoor 

scenes, such as the bustling streets of Naples or the unforgettably cruel festival of the Cuccagna; but the 

main attraction is the marchesa herself, a force of nature as powerful and inexorable as the Sicilian sun in 

July. 

     ~Peter D’Epiro and Mary Desmond Pinkowish, 

authors of Sprezzatura: 50 Ways Italian Genius Shaped the World 
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A triumph of wit and eloquence, Anthony Di Renzo’s Trinàcria: A Tale of Bourbon Sicily displays a 

thorough knowledge of Italian culture, weaving fascinating historical material with astute commentaries 

about Italian life, ancient and modern. Di Renzo creates unforgettable scenes sometimes operatic in their 

intensity.  His confident, beguiling style will remind readers of Giuseppe Tomasi di Lampedusa’s in The 

Leopard and of Salman Rushdie’s at his very best.  Like these authors, Di Renzo adroitly dips in and out 

of magical realism, but never lets technique interfere with fast plotting and vivid characterization.  The 

novel’s brilliant, bedraggled narrator, the Marchesa of Scalea (nicknamed Trinàcria, after the three-legged 

symbol of Sicily), is always lively, even when speaking from her tomb, full of wisdom, caustic humor and 

eccentric charm.  Her tragicomic story makes Trinàcria an enormously satisfying historical novel. 

~Edward Hower, author of The New Life Hotel and Storms of May 

 

 

What a great read this novel is, better than a trip to Sicily!  Full of shock and delight, Trinàcria forms a 

fascinating epic about Bourbon Palermo on the eve of disaster.  In the book's title character, the Marchesa 

of Scalea, Anthony Di Renzo creates a woman who demonstrates the folly and passion of living life 

defiantly on the brink.  Few writers are better at showing the intimate, sometimes comic connections 

between the past and the present, between the old world and the new. If you love wit and discovery, you 

will enjoy Trinàcria: A Tale of Bourbon Sicily. 

~Jeanne Mackin, author of The Sweet By and By and Dreams of Empire 

 

 

Trinàcria: A Tale of Bourbon Sicily is a 

completely original look at a long-maligned and 

misunderstood island—a part of and yet always 

apart from the modern political construct of Italy. 

In a work rich with history, Anthony Di Renzo 

takes the reader into Sicily’s pre-unification past 

by having the mummified dead of Palermo’s 

Capuchin catacombs confront a film crew from 

Italy’s dolce vita era. This fascinating 

metaphysical and psychological landscape is 

replete with Red Shirts, petty nobility, studio 

hacks, and two centuries of bitter Sicilian 

wisdom. “We all have skeletons in the closet,” 

says the Marchesa of Scalea, the novel’s narrator 

and protagonist. “If they must rattle, they may as 

well dance.” And dance they do in a macabre but spirited tarantella. 

~Paul Paolicelli, author of Dances with Luigi and Under the Southern Sun 

 

 

Most historical fiction paints the past in flattering oils. Trinàcria: A Tale of Bourbon Sicily is etched in 

acid. Goya could have created this novel’s caustic characters, particularly its protagonist and narrator, 

Zita Valanguerra Spinelli, the baleful Marchesa of Scalea, whose crest is modeled after the three-legged 

gorgon of Sicily. Donna Zita recounts her life from a crypt in Palermo’s Capuchin Catacombs. Outrage 

over lost privilege has given her a posthumous case of acid reflux. But as the Marchesa relives past 

violations—her land scorched to dust by the pitiless Sicilian sun; her carriage hacked to pieces by 

Garibaldi’s Red Shits; her crest and nom de plume Trinàcria, the ancient name of Sicily, turned into a 

label for cheap, mass-produced vinegar—readers learn to sympathize with this spiteful banshee. 
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Anthony Di Renzo’s masterful, richly textured and layered narrative never hesitates to challenge its own 

discourse of storytelling, to question the ways craft transforms history into fiction.  But it also poses an 

ethical challenge. Like the Marchesa, the author confronts our complacency and demands that we 

examine our own vanities, political hubris, and fragility. Will we take responsibility for our individual 

and collective histories or float into oblivion, thinking life was all a trick? This spellbinding narrative 

leaves us with no answers, only the lingering scent of broom. 

~Shona Ramaya,  

author of Flute, Beloved Mother, Queen of Night and Operation Monsoon 
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